Simon Carey

The Ultimate Animal Formula was researched and developed solely by myself over a period of 20-30 years. In 2003, from the statistics I had collected, I formulated the calculations that were to become the formula that I offer you today. I have been selling this formula solely on eBay since March 2004 and the feedback I have received has been positive.

If you have received a notification from eBay that you must withdraw your product from auction and I am referenced in the notice, it is because I believe the item(s) you are auctioning infringes my rights. I own the Copyright and Intellectual Rights to the Formula. You may not realise this, but it is not legal to sell or (even re-sell) unauthorised copies of the formula.

If you become aware of anyone passing the Formula off as their own or even attempting to sell it on eBay or anywhere else I would appreciate it if you brought it to my attention so that it can be dealt with in the correct manner.